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In 1942, shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, America and its allies needed victories in battles and heroes through
which citizens and troops could rally to. The ‘Allied Fighters’ were banded together just for this purpose. Led by Captain
Invader, these legends of WWII fought against the powerful forces of the Axis Forces and won victory after victory. On VJ Day in 1945, the Allied Fighters disbanded and went their separate ways. It’s now the 21st Century and an old threat has
become new. The Allied Fighters are needed once again, with the ‘new’ Major Invader leading old and new heroes in the fight
to save Earth from an evil that was thought to be extinguished at the end of WWII.

Hello and Welcome (continued)
Atheyta has spent the night and next day’s morning following through on her promise to perform a
funeral pyre ritual for her believed-innocent “Warrior” compatriots. At present, said funeral
pyre is fully ablaze atop a large mound-like hill on Talos Island near the PTA Tram Station. Its
fuel – hundreds of Warrior corpses. As the fire’s flames climb hundreds of feet into the air, the
sirens of the local Paragon Fire Department can be heard wailing to the hellish blaze. Regardless
of the fire department’s actions, the cremated remains of the terminally-smited Warriors will
yield no answers as to why or who created this cauldron of the dead, leaving only rumor to fuel
their speculation.

With the Warriors funeral pyre
set and done, Atheyta alights to a
nearby beacon, looking for
answers that currently elude her.
Answers that will aid her in her
secret Praetorian mission…and
more…
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Greetings, Atheyta. I am
Citadel of the Freedom
Phalanx super group.

Greetings,
Automaton!

I, the goddess Atheyta, greet
you and demand your aid in
my forging of an audience
with the leader of the heroes
of this age!

Our group is currently
led by Positron, however,
I may be able to help,
pending your status.

My identification databanks
are collating to only one file
with your title, yet that file
was from World War II. I
assume you are the same
Atheyta from World War II?

…Indeed…
Is your demand relating to
an impending or existing
emergency requiring
superhero intervention?
Please elaborate.

Indeed, mechanoid! I once fought
aside your allies in their time of
need to vanquish evil.
Your name reminds me of yet another
Citadel. You are puny in comparison.
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No, iron one, yet
Atheyta’s demands
are NOT to be taken
lightly.

I see. What reason would
require you to make such a
demand?

Atheyta is not one to
suffer fools or games.
I require a team that is
skilled in the arts of
war and combat.

I seek a super
group worthy or
my inclusion…

…and as such, you wish
to have to have a heroic
‘leader’ impart you
with a logical team. I
now understand your
demand.

Understood, however, you are
currently an unregistered
hero, Atheyta. Without
registration, I am unable to
aid you in your request.

You DARE to hinder
Atheyta further in her
quest with talk of this…
this…registration!?

BY ZUES!!
IS THERE NO END TO
THESE DISTRACTIONS?!?

My apologies, Atheyta,
however, your request can
only be provided to those
verified and registered. Your
registration can be
processed, but not through me.

I understand your discernment
for bureaucracy, Atheyta, yet it
is a necessary process for you
to obtain your objective.
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HAHAHHAAHA!! A metal drone
for a mechanical man!! Irony
ensues unto itself on this
world! I suppose you lead
legions of these drones, yes?

Very well then,
robot. Quickly,
impart the name
of the scribe
required for my
pursuits!

No.

In your current
indicative haste, might I
recommend you provide
your information to that
police drone there?

Pity. You would be an
unstoppable juggernaut
whereupon others would
respect your might, just
as others do unto me.

Atheyta, I must disagree. Might
does not make right. One’s
selfless, positive actions in
aiding those in need is what
defines a true hero’s creed.

My statement was not
meant to judge, but
merely as an observation.

Yet your
words strike
a forgotten
vein of truth
to me.

...

A wise
retort,
Citadel.

recorded
history states
your selfless
feats of combat
and heroism.

Your
correction
humbles me.
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Without you and your fellow
Allied Fighters during World
War II, history today would
indeed be a darker chapter.

May Zeus protect
you, Citadel!
Be Well!

Indeed.

I must state, our
forthcoming days with you
amongst our heroic ranks
will be…interesting…to
say the least.

As such, I must now take
your leave and continue
my quest. Our discussion
was…enlightening.

Atheyta ponders on her encounter
with this world’s Citadel. For
some reason, she cannot shake the
grasp of his words about heroism.

Again, more questions. Again, more…unease.
She knows her mission. She knows what she must
do for the empire. Yet…why is it so much harder
to ‘want’ to do this mission today than it was
yesterday? “why,” she wonders…

She feels like a layer of an onion
had just been removed from her…a
darkening layer that has been shed
to reveal an old layer of truth…
a truth that now shines anew.

…”why do I now feel
wrong about doing
this mission?”
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Interlude: The Past’s Future is Present, Concluded
Dr. Hamilton finally ascended to his destination…the Allied Fighters’ secret escape passage
hidden behind a hidden bookshelf door in Major Invader’s office. Just as he was about to let out
a whistle in the darkened, musty chamber he was attacked by an unknown assailant. As his
screams echoed through the huge complex, a responsive Major Invader took off after the
unknown perpetrators, leaving Doc Alleviation to do what he always used to do…race to the scene
and pick up the pieces…

Is there anyone hurt?
What about that Mr.
Hamilton guy that’s
supposed to be here soon?
Damn the man!

”Intruders. Check the War
Room”. Hrmph. That’s all
he could text me? Really??
in today’s ‘Information
Age’? How many
intruders? Who are they?

For all I know this is the
Baron’s first attack on
us! We are NOWHERE
near ready for him!!
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Ah hell…

IF he’s dead, The
Major’s going
to go ‘medieval’
on whomever
did it.

I think that’s
Hamilton.

NO wounds,
lacerations,
concussions, he looks
all good on the
outside…
…on the inside, good
pulse and breathing,
It’s like he was
stunned or something.

Let’s try these ‘ole
smelling salts. It’s all
I have left in the med
bay that’s still good.

So this is
Clyde’s
grandson?
Wow. Hefty
genes in that
family DNA.

Alright. C’mon,
big guy. Take a
whiff of these
and maybe that’ll
snap you back
around.

…urGNf…
ugh…

Welcome back,
Mr. Hamilton. I’m
here to help you.

…what?
Who…?
Relax.
Stay
seated
for now.
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It seems you were
stunned by
someone. Did you
see who it was?

Wait don’t
get up, just…
Are YOU the
Major?

…yet.
Er…No. I’m
called Doc
Alleviation
around here.

Ow.
Er…No.
No idea.

Good. I’d hate
to have to hit
you.

Ok…How are
you feeling?
Any Dizziness?
Loss of
Balance? Spots
in your
vision?

From my guess,
locked in our
hangar bay
fighting with
two intruders.

Mmm. No,
just a hell
of a
headache.
Where’s
this Major
guy?
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Hmmm. Ok.
Any chance I
can pulverize
him before
they do?

Actually, whoever’s in
there with the Major is
most likely either shot
full of holes or dead. The
Major doesn’t take well to
having his home invaded.

Sounds like
either a nut
case or a born
killer. Which
is he?

*SIGH* Look,
maybe you know.
What the HELL is
going on here?

Yes.

Actually, I’m going to let
the Major answer that. I
just found out minutes ago
of that you were even
arriving here today.

Alright. I’ll
wait. In the
meantime,
what can I
help with?

I think, getting
power back on in this
base so I can run our
Med Bay would be the
best for current and
soon-to-be patients.

I think the Major
intended for you to help us
get our base rebuilt… and
into the 21st Century.
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HELP?? This base
should be in a
museum. What am
I saying ? It IS a
museum!

You forgot moldy and
unkempt. Oh, and a
helpful hint…don’t eat
any of our C-Rations.
You’ll thank me later.

ER…ok. Look, the
Major had me
reroute power from
an old transfer
station in the sewers.

I’m guessing you
have a motorgenerator nearby?

Yep. Follow the
corridor straight back,
the “MG” is on the right.

Ok. I’ll see
what I can
do.

Wait.
Thanks. Heh. It’s
going to be great
having the
grandson of
Captain Battleship
here with us.

Captain…who?

oh…The
Major
didn’t tell
you about
that yet,
eh?

NO.

…Ah hell…

And with that…
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On Foreign Soil (continued)
…we now take you to live shots of the famous European superhero, Captain Lithuania, fighting what
appear to be strange aliens coming from out of the meteors that have been falling all about the
nearly decimated Galaxy City! We can now see an Arachnos flyer as well! Let’s watch the action…

YOU REPORTERS!!
Leave here!!

NOW!!

How many more of these things ARE
there? Feels like I’ve been doing
this for hours. They keep coming…
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Who am I kidding?
Getting an invite from
Major Invader to join
the new allied fighters?
That’s a once in a
lifetime opportunity!

Looks like a bad day to
have travelled to
American to join a
superhero group,
right, Lukas?

Trying to keep the path
clear for the civilians
is getting tougher by the
minute…
…and that Longbow squad
behind me just got
overrun! If I divert my
focus to help them, the
last of these civilians
will be killed!

*Longbow is a hardhitting division of
‘Freedom Corps’
dedicated to
stopping evil.

-informative Deej
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It isn’t bad enough
the city’s being
destroyed by
meteors and alien
creatures, but now
Arachnos is
involved trying to
take advantage of
the chaos!

And the Air Force’s
ground support sure
isn’t helping! IT’s
official – it’s a freefor-all now!

Finally! The last group of civilians got
teleported out by Blueline!! Now our new
problem is, how are WE getting out of
here? We’re getting overrun!
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Prob

What? Are they giving us the
choice to join them or die?
They’re nuts!!
Arachnos is firing full power
plasma bolts all over the place! I
can take the heat…but Blueline…
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Too late! Got to protect
myself! C’mon Nemesis
staff!! Deflect the energy!!
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…my eyes…

Wait. That
last blast…

That wasn’t
Arachnos. It
was another
meteor!

And it took out the whole
area where Blueline was.
I hope he got away.

NO!!

If I’d been in range
of that Arachnos
Flyer, I would’ve
prevented that!

Ok. Weapons systems
still online. Anti-Grav
boots…heh…rebooting.
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I have to get closer to that Arachnos ship to
help Longbow! Between falling debris, these
aliens and ‘rebooting’ grav boots, I ‘m
practically pinned down!

Sonova…! The
other Longbow
Flyer just
went down!

Well, it’s just me, an entire
horde of aliens, and the
Arachnos Ship left. Bad news
for them! I’m not going to
quit! I’ll fight my way out if I
have to!! This may not be my
city…

…but I’ve got to do what I can
to help! I was able to stop the
‘Red Guard’ takeover of
Vilnius; I can do no less here!
Wait…what’s that? A
helicopter gunship?
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Way to go, Red
Wolves! Smacking
that Arachnos
Ship AND giving
me ground
support at the
same time! I
think I owe them a
few beers!
‘IF’ we get
out of this.
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Aha! Looks like
Longbow’s got their
second wind! Not
sure if they can handle
even a damaged
Arachnos Ship though,
but…

…if they can at least
chase off Arachnos, I
might be able to start
mopping the floor
with these aliens…

What’ the Hell is Arachnos
blabbering about? Who
cares! Two more
aliens…going down!
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Systems failing!
Shields are down!
I’m defenseless!!

…Continued??
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Interlude: Vindication
“A sad soul can
kill quicker
than a germ”
-John Steinbeck

Well, Auntie Jo, looks like I
screwed up again. I got kicked
out of the Paragon Police Force.
‘exhibits excessive, vindictive
hostility towards criminals’. HA!

Each and every criminal makes a
conscious decision to do what
they do! They deserve what they
get! Why am I the one getting
disciplined??

Hell, they won’t even let me go to
help with the Galaxy City Meteor
attacks! I’m banned from there!
They said they’d arrest me on site
if I showed up! This sucks!

What am I going to do Auntie
Jo? Major Invader gave me
this suit years ago to fight
in Sam’s name after he was
killed in the 2nd invasion…
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…and even after we
stopped the Ritki cold, I
still wanted to punish
others. Evil like THAT is
what took Sam away
from me.

I miss him SO much…
So damn much…it hurts
so bad. Every day.
*sniff*
I can’t stop thinking
of him. We had it all. A
once-in-a-century love
story, is what you
called it Auntie.
‘Soul mates’.

I’ve lost him, lost our future…now
I’ve lost my job. I’ve lost
everything. Other supergroups
don’t even want me.

All I have left is
anger, Pain, and
myself. Hrmm.
Why do I go on?

Whoa. What’s that over
there? Another mugging
by the Outcasts Gang?

They’re
toast.
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Stealing from
a defenseless,
hard-working
person!

Well there goes my
payday…and my muscle.
C’mon missy, go light on my
buddy…we’re only robbing
folks, not killing ‘em.

Pathetic!

…I said, NOW,
fatso…Huh?
What have we
here??

WHY?!? Why
should I go ‘nice’ on
your ‘buddy’…or you
for that matter?!?

Get
me
outta
here!!

Hey! No fair!! I
didn’t get a chance
to…

OMPH!!
So you want a fight,
huh? Good! Taking
you out will get me
a gig as a ‘Lead’
Shocker!! Time to
throw down,
girlie…UMPH!!

It’s bastards like
you that should be
locked away in a
hole in the
ground…forever!!

look…UMPH!!
...just fly away and It’ll
look good for me in
front of my crew…

UMPH!! O-ok?
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Otherwise WHAT?!? You’ll
kill me ‘nicer’!?! Tell you
what I’ll do for you, LOSER!!
I’ll stop you from doing this
again…PERMANANTLY!!!

Let’s see how well you can
terrorize people when
you’re sucking your meals
from a straw…

ARGHHH!!
…while hooked up to life
support for the rest of
your MISERABLE LIFE!!!

How about THAT
for a deal,
worm!?!
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...uhn…

Here we go.

Ms. Vincent!
A word
with you.

AGAIN.

NOW.
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Yes. Ms.
Valkyrie, Ma’am!
What can I do
for you?

You know full
well what this
is about. You
have once again
overstepped
your bounds.

Had you but
heard your
PPD monitor,
you’d have
known police
units were
dispatched to
deal with that
situation. See.
They arrive
now.

Why is it YOU didn’t
move from your perch to
help that person? Are
they too lowly for you,
your highness?

Yea, well I had to
TURN MY
MONITOR IN
when I was fired
from the PPD
today. SORRY I
wasn’t
monitoring,
‘sister’.
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No matter. Your Hero
Registration has been
revoked, Ms. Vincent. You’ve
been warned too many times
after your previous
overzealous arrests.

THAT’S ENOUGH,
MS. VINCENT!!

OH, yea?
Well…

Desist in this, Ms.
Vincent! You are

Your attitude borders on
Vigilantism! We’ve tried to help…

better than this!

REALLY?? SO
when are you
going to revoke
Bad-Boy
Manticore’s
registration,
Mr. Freedom
Phalanx LeaderPositron-man?

Shove it!
Both of you!
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Look…Cheryl…I know how much Sam
meant to you. We gave you the battle
suit to honor Sam, not dishonor him.
Your episodes of vindictive excess on
this city’s criminals are dishonoring
him. Don’t you understand that?

Yea. You gave me
an ‘inert’ battle
suit! I had to
get Major
Invader to get
it to work! He
made it even
better than it
was.

So that’s who did it! Damn the
man! Look, we’re grateful for
all you’ve done since you got
the suit, Cheryl, but this has to
stop. now! Please, Cheryl…
Turn over the suit…peacefully.

…I’ll continue
wearing this suit!!

Try and take it!!

Positron,
should
I…

As long as
you ‘heroes’
won’t do
your job
stopping
the dregs
of this
world…
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No,
Valkyrie.
We’ll give
her 24
hours.
After that,
if she
hasn’t
turned in
the suit…

“…We’ll have to go
after her and take the
suit from her…for her
own good.”

What am I
going to do
now??

I’m NEVER
giving up this
suit! EVER!
I gotta find a
place to go where
they won’t find
me…someplace to
think this out…

…oh Auntie
Jo...

…what have I
gotten
myself
into??

Cheryl Vincent was once the
happiest women on the planet
with her soul mate of a
husband, Sam. The two of them,
together, were what love
stories were written of.

NEXT ISSUE:
The “HOME INVASION”
story continues!
Atheyta goes to Atlas Park
and demands her Hero
Registration Card!

Today, Sam is dead, and the
heroes that once honored the
star-crossed pair are hunting
Cheryl.

Major Invader and his
French grandkids have lots to
divulge…that is, unless the
Major’s shot them…again!

She ponders, “who would help
me again like Major Invader
did?” Who, indeed…

See you in 30!!
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The idea of the Allied Fighters started in the summer of 1976. Major Invader (then simply known as ‘The Invader’ back then)was
the designated leader, and was originally represented by a “Big Jim” action figure I had as a kid. Big Jim’s Safari hat, coat, pants
and boots were dyed red, and I gave him a mini-bandana that he’d use for a facemask. He also had his hunting rifle (which I
painted) and white hair (painted as well). The new and improved Big Jim - Invader action figure was the focus of my fun for over
two years. He and I went off on adventures across our backyard, down a nearby ravine, and to our backyard pool. In all the
‘missions’ I had him do, he always took out the bad guys but showed mercy at the last second, thus allowing me to use whatever
evil action figure I had be able to come back and fight another day. Those were the days.
Years went by, and other things like Star Trek took ahold of my imagination. Each week, Big Jim-Invader gathered more dust
than action. Eventually, we’d moved to a new part of California, and again, new interests caught my attention. By 1980, I’d
already sold him in a yard sale and never thought twice about him/it – until this year.
I’d been busy writing many stories, biographies and the such of late, and at one point, I’d remembered a chapter in my youth
where my imagination could have rivaled Marvel in the “House of Ideas” department – 1976. The many dozens of superheroes
and villains I’d created on paper…the many stories and ‘missions’ I placed them in, and most uniquely, thedeatailed superhero
bases I’d created out of cardboard boxes and metal tool shelves; the ‘death traps’ I’d created with my dad’s endless supply of
tools and garage-ladened junk. Oh, the many exciting times I had – all to be figments of what feels like a past life these days.
With the MMORPG computer game, City of Heroes, I’d had a chance between 2007 and 2012 to realize the fun I had with many of
the characters I’d created in my youth that bicentennial year. With NCSoft’s ‘killing’ of City of Heroes last year, I’ve found that I’ve
had to fall back on long forgotten memories of those adventures and ‘missions’ I used to do with my characters as a boy, and
have of late rediscovered that forgotten excitement I had back in those days. It has been an amazing last few months for me as I
re-remembered all those great times.
Alas, the physical items of my youth, action figures such as my Big Jim-Invader, have but moved on to other children’s toy bins,
collectors’ shelves or the dismal prospect of a town dump. Although I mourn the loss of those items I should have kept, the joy
they generated for me eventually led me to write about these characters once again. Even my vaunted ‘Invader’.
So to those that are saddened by the loss of a favorite toy or fond playtime memory, I recommend the best therapy ever – bring it
back to life…even if its just for a few minutes of reconnected brain cells recalling those fond memories, but just like
remembering a lost loved one, recalling and remembering them can sometimes be the greatest gift to yourself – even if its for
only a few minutes…

Here are some hints of other characters that will grace the pages of the Allied
Fighters over the next year or two. Can you guess who –or what – they are?
Send in your answers to majordeejuniverse@yahoo.com and see if you are right!
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